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Introduction: Collisions are an important     
process during planet formation. Collision outcomes      
are diverse and complex, ranging from the growth of         
planetesimals to moon-forming giant impacts [1, 2].       
Because collisions deposit energy and redistribute      
material during planet formation, they can alter the        
thermal and geochemical evolution of growing      
planets [3-6]. During an impact, chemical evolution       
is driven by melting and vaporization from the        
irreversible work deposited by shock compression      
followed by adiabatic decompression to ambient      
conditions. The impact criteria to reach the onset of         
vaporization depends on the equations of state of the         
constituent materials. Here, we review and      
recalculate vaporization criteria for major planetary      
minerals:  water ice, quartz, forsterite, and iron.  

We use the entropy method to calculate phase        
changes after shock compression and isentropic      
decompression [7]. See [8] for a schematic of the         
thermodynamic path of a parcel of material during an         
energetic impact that illustrates the entropy method.       
In a shock, the pressure, temperature, and entropy        
increase to a state defined by the material’s shock         
Hugoniot. The shocked material decompresses via a       
sound wave. Therefore, the thermodynamic path of       
decompression is isentropic for a single phase, and        
the entropy of the decompressed state is equal to the          
entropy of the shocked state. The decompressed       
phase is determined by this entropy and the ambient         
pressure of the surroundings. When the final entropy        
falls in the boundary between two phases (e.g., liquid         
and vapor), the lever rule is used to determine the          
mass fraction of each phase. 

Previous estimates of shock-induced melting and      
vaporization typically reported the criteria for phase       
changes upon decompression to Earth's atmospheric      
pressure at 105 Pa (1 bar) for material starting at STP.           
However, during accretion, the pressure of the       
protoplanetary disk is more appropriate: 1 to 10 Pa at          
1 AU [9]. These pressures are close to the triple          
points of silicates and iron. The onset of vaporization         
is also influenced by the initial temperature, which        
may be much warmer in the interiors of        
differentiating bodies. 

Methods and Results: The vaporization criteria      
for water ice was derived using the entropy on the          
shock Hugoniot from the 5-phase equation of state        
table, developed in [10] and experimentally validated       
in [11]. Shock-induced vaporization criteria for 100       

K and 263 K water ice are tabulated in [11]. We used            
the vapor curves from [12, 13]. The vaporization        
criteria for porous water ice was based on the         
beginning of the liquid region on the Hugoniot        
derived from [14]. Additional porous ice vaporization       
criteria, derived from the 5-phase equation of state        
table, are available in [15]. For a release pressure of 1           
Pa, the onset of vaporization of 150 K ice is ~1 km            
s-1 for solid ice and ~1.5 km s-1 for porous ice for            
symmetric planar impact conditions. 

The vaporization criteria for quartz (SiO2) are       
based on the experiments and absolute entropy       
calculations in [16]. We used the revised M-ANEOS        
vapor curve from [16]. This is a conservative value         
for the onset of vaporization upon release to the triple          
point because we have neglected the enthalpy of        
melting cristobalite, which leads to a reduction in        
entropy of about 74 J/K/kg [17] for the onset of          
sublimation. The triple point pressure of about 2.6 Pa         
for SiO2 was determined by [18]. The fitted equation         
for entropy on the 𝛼-quartz Hugoniot from [16] (Eq.         
7) was valid from 110 to 800 GPa. Here, we extend           
the fit to lower pressures, into the solid region along          
the Hugoniot using the stishovite equation of state        
model in [16]. In deriving the associated impact        
velocities, we used the Hugoniot from [19]. 

Heating quartz above 500 K reduces the critical        
pressure for vaporization to values below the       
pressures where the entropy in the shock is        
experimentally constrained. We used the entropy for       
quartz at 105 Pa and 500 K from [20] and shifted the            
entropy on the room-temperature Hugoniot to      
estimate the 500 K value. Quartz at temperatures near         
the solidus of differentiated planetesimals will      
vaporize upon shock and release after very modest        
impact velocities, well below 4 km s-1. 

The vaporization criteria for forsterite (Mg2SiO4)      
are based on the experiments from [21] and absolute         
entropy calculations from [22]. The triple point       
pressure of 5.2 Pa for forsterite was experimentally        
determined by [23]. We used the vapor curve from         
the M-ANEOS model, developed in [24], neglecting       
the enthalpy of fusion at the triple point.  

The vaporization criteria for 1200 K forsterite       
was estimated using the heat capacity from [25]. The         
entropy and temperature on the     
experimentally-constrained Hugoniot were shifted to     
estimate the vaporization criteria. For warm forsterite       
(1200 K), the onset of vaporization is ~6 km s-1. 
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The vaporization criteria for iron (Fe) are based        
on the experiments and absolute entropy calculations       
from [26]. The triple point pressure of 3 Pa for iron is            
from the vapor curves in [27]. The entropy of         
vaporization at 105 Pa is taken from [20]. The entropy          
of vaporization at the triple point is estimated using         
the entropy of 𝛿-iron at the melting point at 105 Pa           
from [20]. The entropy on the iron Hugoniot        
presented in supplementary Eq. 11 in [26] was valid         
from 300 to 1000 GPa. We used the Hugoniot for          
iron beginning at 1500 K and 1 GPa from [26]          
supplementary Eq. 11 to derive the estimate for        
incipient vaporization of a warm iron core. For warm         
iron (1500 K), the onset of vaporization is ~5.4 km          
s-1. 

Figure 1 shows the required orbital eccentricities       
of mean relative velocities to meet the critical        
velocities derived above, defined by Vrel ~ eVkep,        
where e is the orbital eccentricity of a population of          
bodies and Vkep is the circular Keplerian velocity at         
each semi-major axis. Based on N-body simulations       
of planet formation, the required impact velocities are        
readily achieved near growing planets, in resonance       
with the giant planets, and during migration of the         
giant planets [28]. 

Figure 2 shows that an impact that creates a         
small vapor fraction increases the volume of the        
system by orders of magnitude. Nearly all impact        
generated vapor plumes are quickly expanding      
structures that reach large volumes. See [8, 29] for         
discussion of the thermodynamics of impact vapor       
plumes. 

Conclusions: Low ambient pressures in the      
nebula and high initial temperatures significantly      
reduce the critical impact velocities needed for the        
onset of vaporization. Impact-induced vaporization     
was a significant process during planet formation       
[28].  

 
Fig. 1: Critical eccentricities corresponding to relative       

velocities that induce impact vaporization versus      
semi-major axis. Critical velocities correspond to 150 K ice         
and 1200 K forsterite, 1500 K iron and 500 K silica. In the             
inner solar system, the critical eccentricities are attained in         
many planet formation scenarios [28]. 

 
Fig. 2: Decompressed volume normalized to the       
pre-shocked volume vs. shock-induced vapor fraction. The       
change in volume upon decompression to ambient       
pressures (1-10 Pa) is orders of magnitude larger than the          
initial state, even for very small vapor fractions.  
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